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Abstract., This paper is concerned with the problems encountered in defining the semantics of 
nondeterministic algorithms. A nondeterministic control structure is added to a typed A-calculus 
and the usual operational semantics for the deterministic language is generalized to take into 
account he more complex behaviour of nondeterministic algorithms. A mathematical model is 
then given for the language and the relationship between the denotational and operational 
semantics i explored. 
1. introduction 
Various authors, see for example [7, 8, 161, have investigated the problem of 
providing a mathematical semantics which models the operational semantics of a 
given deterministic language. In this paper we introduce into one such language a 
simple choice mechanism and attempt o define an adequate mathematical model for 
the more complicated operational behaviour of the resulting language. 
As an example of such a nondeterministic language take the recursive definitions 
of [ 151 with a call-by-name evaluation mechanism and add the syntactic entity ‘or’. 
Thus using the notation of elementary number theory we can form equations uch as 
F&v, Y) t_ if N( Y then F(2, Y + 1) else if 
iV>[Y/2] then (Y orF(2, Y+l)) 
else F(N + 1, Y). 
The usual evaluation mechanism can be extended to terms involving ‘or’ by allowing 
the term (tl or $2) to evaluate to tl or to t2. Each such equation then determines an 
algorithm which, when applied to an element of some datatype (in this case the 
integers), is capable of producing many data elements and possibly also of diverging. 
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For example wh%.. an the above algorithm is applied to (2,2) any prime number can be 
produced and it can also diverge. 
This complicates the operational semantics of the language. In the deterministic 
case it is sufficient to say that two algorithms are operationally equivalent if the 
input-output behaviour of each coincide. But consider 
F*(X) + if X = 0 then 1 else &(X + 1 or X - 1) 
and 
5 
F3(X) c if X = 0 then 1 else 1. 
Then & and F3 exhibit the same input-output behaviour but we do not consider 
them equivalent since Fz can always diverge, whereas F, can never diverge. In this 
paper we introduce a new data-element ‘*’ and use the euphemism ‘F outputs *’ 
when we actually mean ‘F diverges’. Then two algorithms are operationally 
equivalent if their input-output behaviours w.r.t. all data-elements coincide. This 
convention makes operational equivalence much more complicated for nondeter- 
ministic algorithms than for deterministic ones. This is, however, a true reflection of 
the complexity of nondeterminism as opposed to that of determinism. 
From the above discussion we see that every nondeterministic algorithm deter- 
mines a total mapping from the set of values V (data elements plus ‘*‘) to the set of 
non-elmpty subsets of values 2v -{4}. To define a mathematical semantics for such 
algorithms it seems sufficient o restrict our attention to such mappings. 
However, consider the following equations: 
F4(X) e if X = 0 then 0 else G(X- 1 or X), 
G(X) += if X = 0 then 0 else if X = 1 then 1 else 2. 
Then F4( 1) evaluates to 0,l or 2, using Algol’s textual replacement rule. If a mapping 
gfrom Vto2V - (4) is given as a denotation of G, then, since the meaning should be 
independent of the context, the same g will be used to define f4, the denotation of F4. 
Since g: V-, 2v - {4}, the only possible interpretation of G(0 or 1) is {g(O), g(l)}. So 
we would incorrectly get f4(1) = (0, 1). A solution, which was originally suggested in 
[ 11, is to interpret algorithms as mappings from 2v -{4} to 2v -{4} and this is the 
approach we take. 
In [S] a typed A-calculus, LA, is considered as a programming language and using 
an evaluation mechanism an operational semantics is defined. Roughly speaking, 
two programs P1, P2 are considered to be operationally equivalent if PI may be 
replaced by Pz in any program P3 (which uses PI as a sub-program) without altering 
the input-output behaviour of P3. ‘Using the models of LCF developed in [Sj, a 
denotation is then given to each program in such a way that for a variant of LA, called 
LPA, two programs receive the same denotation if and only if they are operationally 
equivalent. 
In Section 2 LA is extended to allow nondeterministic programs by introducing the 
control structure ‘or’ and the evaluation mechanism is suitably extended. An 
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operational semantics is then defined which takes into consideration not only the 
input-output behaviour of programs but also the possibility of diverging, as in F’z 
above. The problem then is to associate with each program of the extended language 
a denotation so that two programs are operationally equivalent in this new sense if 
and only if they receive the same denotation. In Section 3 a model, derived from [ 11, 
is used to give each program a denotation and in Section 4 we prove that the 
operational and denotational semantics coincide for ‘level-one programs’. This is not 
true in general, as we also prove in Section 4, and in the conclusion we give 
suggestions for the solution of this problem. 
Many proofs, in particular those which are simple extensions of results found in 
[S], are either sketched or omitted entirely. Apart from this, familiarity with [S] is not 
assumed and is not essential to the understanding of the paper. However, an 
acquaintance with various concepts and techniques prevalent in mathematical 
semantics is taken for granted. For an introduction to this area the authors recom- 
mend [4] and [ 121. The proofs in Section 4.2 all of which were supplied by one of the 
referees are only hazily sketched. More details may be found in [9]. 
In his paper on the PW model of the untyped h-calculus, [12], Scott introduces 
‘multiple integers’ and ‘many-valued functions’ and the nondeterministic ontrol 
structure ‘or’ can presumably be accommodated within this framework. However, 
since ‘I’ has as a denotation the empty set, terms such as Fz and F3 would receive the 
same interpretation. So it seems that the PW model would only be suitable for 
modeling the input-output behaviour of terms. The same observation applies to [2], 
where the semantics of nondeterministic recursive schemes without tests is discussed. 
Nevertheless the relationship between the programs of higher type in the present 
paper and the objects in the hierarchies in [2, Section 71 is worth investigating. 
More recently Plotkin [lo] and Smyth [13] have considered the general prob- 
lem of providing semantic domains for languages involving parallelism and 
nondeterminism. 
2. The language L 
2.1. Definition of L 
We first define a system of types. 
Definition 2.1.1. (i) c and o are types, called the ground types ; 
(ii) if LY, u are types, so is (a + c). 
A type of the form (al + ((Jz+ (0 l l + a,)- l 0)) will be represented as (ol, . . . , a,). 
The integers will be of type L whereas ‘true’ and ‘false’ will be of type o. 
To define the terms of L we need 
(i) an infinite set of constants ko, kl, . . . of type c ; 
(ii) tt, ff, constants of type 0 ; 
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(iii) [+I], C-11, constants of type (L -) L); 
(iv) 2, a constant of type (L + 0); 
(v) for LY a ground type, a constant IF, of type (0, CY, CY, a) and for every type p a 
constant Yp of type ((p +p) + p); 
(vi) for every type cy, an infinite set of variables {XT}. 
Definition 2.1.2. (a) a variable or constant of type CT is a term of type cr; 
(b) if t is a term of type 7, AX”. P is a term of type ((r -, 7); 
(c) if t is a term of type (a + T), s a term of type a; then (ts) is a term of type T; 
(dj if t, s are terms of type a, so is (t or s). 
Definition 2.1.3. L = {t 1 t is a term of type G, for some type a}. 
The definition of free and bound variable is as usual. A term is closed if it has no 
free variables. For the sake of clarity indication of types will be omitted whenever 
possible. Non-essential brackets will also be suppressed but IFatlt2t3 will be written 
IF&, t2, t3). Terms will u&ally be denoted by letters such as t, s, etc. possibly 
subscripted. 
A context CL , . . . , ] is a term with ‘holes’, which may be replaced by appropriate 
terms, tG obtain c[t,, . . . , t,]. 
We let s[t IX] denote the result of substituting t for all free occurrences of X in s, 
making appropriate changes in the bound variables of s so that no free variables of t 
become bound. This definition can be generalised to s[tl 1x1, . . . , tn lXn] in the 
obvious way. We omit the formal definitions. 
The recursive definitions considered in the introduction can all be represented as 
closed terms of type (cu, p, ‘y, . . .), for ground types cy, & y, . . . , which we call 
procedures. For example, F2 can be represented by 
YAF. hX. (IF(ZX, 1, F([+l]X or [-11X))). 
(X is a variable of type c and F is a variable of type (4, L).) In this example, as in other 
examples in the paper, we write 0 instead of ko, 1 instead of kr, etc. Simultaneous 
recursive definitions and higher level programming CGIP~~: ,dn also be represented 
within the language. 
2.2. The evaluct.km echanism 
A program is any closed term of ground type. 
The evaluation merhanism is defined as the least relation, +, between terms which 
satisfies the following rules: 
(II [+llk, + k,+l, C-l]kn+l+ k,, Zko+ tt, %z+1+ff; 
(ii) IF(tt, 2, s) + t, IF( ff, t, s) + s; 
(iii) (M. s)t + s[tlX]; 
(iv) Yt-, t( Yt); 
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(v) tOrS+t,tOrS+S; 
( ) 
s+s’ 
vi -= 
st+s’t’ 
(vii) L3sI if c is one of [+l], [-11, 2, IF. 
cs + cs” 
As usual we let +* denote the reflexive transitive closure of +. Thus the evaluation 
mechanism is just that of the typed h-calculus discussed in [S] with the addition of a 
nondeterministic hoice operator. Note that the parameter passing mechanism is the 
textual replacement rule (call by name) of Algol60. 
2.3. Operational semantics 
For any program t and ground constant k, we might say that k E EVAL(t) iff 
t +* k. As was stated in the introduction it is not sufficient o say that two programs, 
tl, t2 are operationally equivalent iff EVAL( tl) = E,VAL( t2) with this definition. 
Example 2.3.1. 
t1 =def 1 k 
t2 =&f kl OC (YAG . AX. (X Or GX))kl. 
Then EVAL(tl) = EVAL(t2) but we would not call them operationally equivalent 
since t2 can diverge whereas tl can not. 
We need to introduce an extra syntactic entity **’ and add the condition that 
* E EVAL(t), whenever t can diverge. 
Definition 2.3.2. (a) A term t is blocked, which we denote by t+ 0, if it is not a 
constant and for no term s does t + s; 
(b) a program t can diverge if 
(i) t +* t’, where t’ is blocked, 
(ii) there exists an infinitl: reduction sequence t + tl + n l 9 + tn -+ l l l ; 
(c) for any program t 
EVAL(t) = {k 1 t +* k, k ground constant} u (* 1 t can diverge). 
Example 2.3.3. If t is the program 
(AX. WZ[--11X, X, kd)(h 
then EVAL(t) = {*, ko, kl, kz}. 
An alternative and possibly more illuminating definition of divergence can be 
given as follows: 
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A program t is unsolvable if for no constant k of ground type, does t +* k. So 
unsolvable terms are computationally useless. Then it is easy to see that t can diverge 
if and only if t ** u for some unsolt;Lible u or there exists a reduction sequence 
starting in t, in which the ‘or’ reduction is used infinitely often. 
Example 2.3.4. ( Z’S . AX’ . IF(ZX, 1, G[+l]X or G[-l]X))l can diverge because 
an infinite number of choices can be made. 
(YAG. AX. IF(ZX, (YAF. A W. F[+l]W)X, G[-l]X))O can diverge because it 
reduces to the unsolvable term (YAF. A W. F[+l] W)O, 
Using EVAL we can compare the behaviour of any two terms tl, t2, of the same 
type. We say tl c oc 2 t iff for all contexts C[ ] whenever C[tJ and C[tJ are 
programs, EVAL(C[tl]) c_ EVAL(C[tz]) (set theoretically). We say tl =op t2, or tl 
and t2 are operationally equivalent, iff tl c op t2 arxJ t2 s op tl. Obviously =Op is an 
equivalence relation. 
3. The mathematical model 
We briefly recall some definitions. Details may be found in [5]. 
Let (D, C) be a partial order. A subset X of D is directed iff it is non-empty and 
every pair of elements of X has an upper bound in X. The partial order (D, s) is a 
complete partial order or cpo iff every directed subset X of D has a least upper bound, 
denoted UX, and if D contains a least element, which we usually denote by 1. A 
function f : D + E, from one cpo D to another cpo E, is monotonic if for every 
dl, d2E D, dl c d2 implies that f(dl) 5 f(d2). It is continuous iff it is monotonic and 
for every directed subset X of D, f(UX) = /J{f(x): x E X}. Tt is well known that the 
set of continuous functions n”rom D to E, [D +E], is a cpo under the induced 
pointwise ordering, where f g g iff for every d ED, f(d) G g(d) in E. 
In the area of mathematical semantics, it has now become common to interpret a 
datatype as some cpo and in particular to interpret the integers as the ‘flat’ cpo D,: 
From the discussion in Section 1, we see that programs must be interpreted as 
functions from 2Dc -{4} to 2D~ - {&}. But it is necessary to define a computationally 
significant partial order on this set. 
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Let X be the set of possible partial results obtained by a nondeterministic process 
after operating for a certain period of time. If the process is allowed to continue for 
some further period of time and Y is the cet of new partial results, then it is natural to 
expect that Y consists of a set of ‘improvements’ on the elements of X This 
well-known concept of X approximating Y, known as the Egli-Milner approxima- 
tion (see [I]), leads to the following definition: 
Definition 3.1.1, For X, YE {2Db - 4} let X CEM Y iff 
(i) VxEXJyEYxcy, 
(ii) Vy E Y, 3x E Xx G p 
Then (2Db - 4 , GEM) is a cpo. Note however, that this is true only because D, is a 
flat cpo. This also enables us to express the ordering GEM in the equivalent form: 
XE~M Yiff (i) IEXandX-{I}c Yor 
(I) 
(ii) I & X or X = Y. 
If we wish to consider more general datatypes, i.e. datatypes which can not be 
considered as flat cpo’s, the above definition must be modified. This problem is 
discussed at length in [ 10, 131. 
In our case we also wish to restrict the formation of subsets. In general if a 
nondeterministic algorithm is capable of outputting an infinite number of results (on 
a single input), then it must also be capable of diverging. This is because in producing 
an infinite number of results an infinite number of choices can be made and so the 
algorithm can also spend all of its time just choosing. This argument can be made 
precise for programs in our language iL. 
For any program t the computation tree of t is the (possibly infinite) labelled tree 
such that 
(i) t labels the root, 
(ii) if the term tl labels a node and tl+ f2, then t2 labels an immediate successor of 
the node labeled by tl. 
It is easy to prove that the outdegree of any node in a computation tree is at most 
two. If it is exactly two, then it is labelled by some C[tl or ;2] and the two immediate 
successors are labelled by C[tJ, C[t,]. We call such a node an or-node and the 
corresponding reduction step an or-reduction. 
Now if EVAL(t) is infinite, then the computation tree of t is infinite. Therefore by 
Kiinig’s lemma it has an infinite path which implies that t can diverge. However, we 
can say more about the computation tree. Suppose the number of or-node9 is finite. 
Then there exists an n such that every or-node occurs at a depth 1e;s than n. 
Therefore any subtree whose root is at depth greater than n is linear (i.e. every node 
has outdegree at most one). This implies that EVAL(t) is finite. Therefore, if 
EVAL(t) is infinite, we must have an infinite number of or-nodes. Therefore, 
applying Konig’s lemma once more, there is a path with an infinite number of 
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or-nodes. So if EVAL(t) is infinite, there exists a reduction sequence from T which 
uses an infinite number of or-reductions. 
Therefore we do not wish to consider all non-empty subsets of Di, only the finite 
ones and the infinite ones which contain _/_. Let 
Then (D‘, E) is a cpo and in fact coincides with P(D,), where 9 is the powerdomain 
functor defined in [lo]. We also let (Da, C) denote the subset cpo constructed, in a 
similar way, from the cpo Do: 
The characterization (1) above, of the partial order GEM, makes the proof of the 
following proposition very simple: 
Proposition 3.1.2. (a) Suppose X = U{X, : n E N) in D,. Then 
(i) if k E X, then there exists m such that k E Xn for every n 2 m, 
(ii) if _L E X, then 1 E X,, for every n, 
(iii) if I ti X, then there exists m such that X = X,, for every n 2 m ; 
(b) for every X E D, there exists a sequence of finite sets F, : n 3 0 such that 
X=u{F,: na0). 
Proof. Omitted. 
From now on we will omit the subscript from GEM. 
Perhaps urprisingly the same process of taking some subset cpo is not necessary at 
higher levels. This was first suggested by Egli [l]. Cpo’s do not however have 
sufficient structure for our purposes. Nondeterministic processes in general output 
sets of results and the partial order of inclusion on these sets induces a partial order 
on the processes themselves. It seems necessary to consider this partial order if we 
wish to have a semantic counterpart o the syntactic ‘or’ construct. 
3.2. TIze model 
The required setting for the interpretation of terms will be called a nondeter- 
ministic domain or nda. 
, C, u) is an nda if 
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(b) u : D*+ D is a continuous function such that for every &, d2, & in D: 
(i) dludl =dl, 
(ii) dlud2=d2udl, 
(iii) (dl v d2) v d3 = dl u (d2 v d3). 
Let (D, G, u) be an nda. For d,d’ E D let d c d’ if d LJ d’ = d’. From condition (b) 
above it is easy to show that (D, C) is a partial order, which we call the set theoretic 
partial order. We’can prove that c is l&complete, i.e. if K is any index set and 
4c = l_l {xk : k E K}, y = l_J {yk : k E K}, both c-directed sets and if xk G yk for all k in K, 
then x c y. 
Theorem 3.2.2. (a) (D &, E, u ) and (DO, C, u ) are both nda’s where u is set union ; 
(W if Oh, ~1, q), (D2, ~2, ~2) are nda’s let 9 denote the set of r-continuous 
c,-monotonic functions from D1 to D2. Let G denote the induced pointwise compu - 
tationalorder, i.e. f c giffforeveryd EDI, f(dt) 52 f(d&Furf, geD let (fug)(d)= 
f(d) v2 g(d). Then (D, G, u) is an nda. 
Proof. Left to the reader. The nda (D, G, u) will be denoted by [D1 + D2]. 
We are now ready to define the domains in which the terms of the languagz 
presented in Section 2.1 can be interpreted: 
- let Do = I, as defined above, 
- let D, = !P(D,), as defined above, 
-. let Da+7 = [D, + DJ. 
Notice that at level one we do not take all continuous functions but the only 
S-monotonic functions. This is because if X E Y as sets and both are operated on by 
a nondeterministic process, then we would expect that the set of possible results 
obtained by the application to Y would contain those obtained from X. Also at 
higher levels we do not continue the process of taking the powerdomain using 9. This 
is because the nondeterminism at higher levels is ‘pushed down’ to the lower levels 
and eventually to the ground level. Indeed we will prove in Corollary 4.1.8 that for tl 
or t2 of type (u + 7) tl or t2 =OP AX . (t,X or t2X), where X does not appear in tl or t2. 
Thus the u-operator, and therefore the set theoretic po, at higher levels is induced by 
the u-operator at lower levels. Finally, we use Plotkin’s powerdomain operator at 
the lower level as opposed to Smyth’s (see [ 133) because we do not wish to equate all 
programs which can diverge. With Smyth’s construction ;his ability is lost. 
Using the cpo’s DO, D we can also define a system of ‘deterministic’ functions by 
letting D,,+, =&f [D, + D,l, i.e. the cpo of continuous functions from Do to D,. For 
feD,,wherea=(cul,..., CY,,, CY), ai, cy of ground type, let ext (f) : 
Du by 
ext(f)(Xl)(* l l WM = u{f (X1)(* ’ l )(xn) I Xi E Xi). 
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Lemma 3.2.3. (i) Iff c D,, ext(f) E &; 
(ii) if y, denotes the least fix point operator on the cp CD,, Q then ~0 EDtu++u- 
Proof, Omitted. 
By definition every ext(f) has the property that ext( f)(x u y) = 
ext(f)(x) u ext(f)(y). Such a function is said to be linear. Define pone, mane E D,,,, 
z E Q-.o, if, E D~o+~+~ cy ground, by: 
pane(n) = n + 1, pone(-L) s I, 
mone(n + 1) = n, mane(0) s mane(l) = _L, 
z(0) = 0, z(n+l)=tP, z(U=L, 
if&& x, y) =x, if, (/P, 3, Y 1% Y9 if&L, x, y) = 1. 
We can now give an interpretation to all the well-defined terms in L. As usual the 
interpretation must be given w.r.t. an envirorunent. Let VAR be the set of variables. 
Then p is an environment, written p E EN\/, if p is a type respecting function from 
VAR to &I&. For X” a variable and d c D,, p(djX) is the environment identical to 
p except hat X‘ is mapped into d. 
Define ‘ICL+(ENV+ t&D,) b> 
(9 V-U(p) = P(X); 
6) VrM(p> = b1, WI(p) = V4, Cff]b) = (,W; 
(iii) “Ir[[+l]](p) = ext(pone), v[[-- l]j(p) = ext(mone), “Y”[Zl(p) = Wz h 
U?%P) = ext(ifd, VI Y,](P) = y, ; 
(iv) W&d = W(pU’bl~(pN; 
W “I/“[= . tlb4(d) = Vtlb?lW); 
(vi) v[fl or f21W = ~[tllb) ~1 ~Mb>. 
As in Lemma 3.2.3, ym is the least fkpoint operator or (D,, c). Note that for every 
term tu and p E ENV, “Ir[t,](p) E D,, We also have 
Proposition 3.2.4. “Ir[(hX 9 h](p) = V[t[,~/x]](p), 
Proof. Omitted. 
For convenience let Im(s) = {t’ E Ll t 3 t’} and for any finite set S = {sl, . . . , s,} of 
terms of the same type let V[S](p) = ‘t’“[si](p) u %+2](p) u l l 9 u Y&](p). We also 
let I denote the environment which maps every variable onto _L. 
Theorem 3.2.5. For every term t, 
(a) Im(t) is finite; 
(b) if Im(t) # 4, then “Y”[$p) =z v[hn(t):l(p); 
(cj if Im(t) = 4 arid t is not a constant term, thee V[t](l> = I. 
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Proof. By structural induction on t. 
(i) t = k. Then Im(t) = 4 and the remainder of the theorem is vacuously true; 
(ii) t = Xi* Then Im(t) = 4 and ‘V[~](_L) = I; 
(iii) t = tl or f2. Then Im(t) = {ti, t2) and the result follows immediately; 
(iv) f = Yll. In this case Im(t) = {tl( Yti)} and V[t](p) = ‘V[Im(t)](p) since Y is 
interpreted as the least fixpoint operator; 
(v) t = [-lIti. If ti = k,+i, then Im(t) = {kn} and the result follows. If tl = ko, then 
Im(t) = C$ and V[t](l) = _L. Otherwise Im(t) = {[- 11s 1 s E Im(fl)} and by induction 
hypothesis is therefore finite. If Im(ti) = 4, then by induction V[fl](l) = I and it 
follows that -li”[t](_~) = _L. Otherwise by induction ‘V[fJp j = V[Im(tJJ(p) and there- 
fore since mone preserves u we have that V[t](p) = ‘V[Im(t3](p); 
(vi) Similarly for t equal to [+ l]ti, Ztl, IFtlf~t3; 
(vii) t = flt2, where tl is not a constant. If tl = AX . f3, then Im(t) = {f&2 IX]} and 
the result follows from Proposition 3.2.4. Otherwise Im(t) = (St2 is E Xm(t,)} and is 
therefore finite. If it is empty, then by induction ‘V[ti](_~) = _L. Therefore 
If it is not empty, then 
m(P) = mJPwM(PN 
= V[Im(fl)](p)( V[fz](p)), by induction 
= V[st2 1 s E Im(tJ(p), since (fi uf2)W =fdx) 42(x), 
= Wm(t)l(P). 
This result may be interpreted as saying that our interpretation is a model of the 
evaluation mechanism. We also have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.2.6. I’ t +* t’ and t’# * then V[t](p) 2 ?‘[t’](p). 
4. Mathematical versus operational semantics 
An interpretation I for a language is said to be fully abstract if for any two terms in 
the language tl, t2, I(tl) = I&) if and only if the behaviour of tl is identical to the 
behaviour of t2. The problem of finding denotational interpretations which are fully 
abstract is discussed at length in [6,7]. In this section we discuss semantics for our 
language L. 
The main positive result is that V is fully abstract for procedures, i.e. ‘V[tJ(p) c 
V[f2](p) for every environment p iff tl c,, 2, t for procedures tl, t2. This is presented 
in Section 4.1. The most we can say for arbitrary terms is that “lr[tJ(p) E V[t2](p), for 
every p, implies tl Cop 2. t This result is also presented in Section 4.1 and counterex- 
ampIes to its converse are presented in Section 4.2. 
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Nevertheless if a proof system for the language is based on the mathematical 
semantics all theorems will still be true of the behaviour of terms. However, it is more 
likely that a fully abstract model would lead to a better proof system. Suggestions are 
given in the conclusion but the provision of a fully abstract model is still an open 
problem. 
For the remainder of the paper we will often denote the set consisting of one 
element, {a}, by a. It is also convenient o let Clr[*](p) be (1)” 
4.1. Full abstraction for procedures 
We show that for any program t, Y[t](L> = {V’[C](L) 1 c E EVAL(t)}. From this the 
required result follows quite easily. 
We can prove at least part of this equality as an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3,2.5. 
Lemma 4.1.1. If I E V[r j(i), then * E EVAL(t). 
Roof. Suppose * g EVA?_.(t). Then the computation tree of t must be finite, and 
every leaf must be labelled by a constant. Thus _L & v[ t’]( I) for all leaves t’. The result 
then follows by repeated application of Theorem 3.2.5(ii). 
To prove the remainder of the above equality we use Tait’s computability method 
(-ee [ 141). The development of ;8] is followed closely. The general idea is to define a 
predicate or property P, for ground type rx and to generalise it to properties P, for 
arbitrary type U. We then prove that every term of type 0 has property Pm. For 
ground type a, Pa will be the property of programs which we are interested in. 
For CY = 0, L let P, be a property of closed terms of type 0. Extend P, to arbitrary 
terms as follows: 
(i) if t is a closed term of type (C + T) it has the property PtD_,,, 1E whenever s is a 
closed term of type c with the property PG, (ts) has the property P,; 
(ii) if t is an open term of type u with free variables XT’, . . . , X2, then t has the 
property PC iff whenever sx, . . . , s,, are closed terms having the properties 
P WI’ l ’ - , PC,,, respectively, t[sl 1 X9’, . . . , s,, 1x21 has the property P,. 
We say that a term t has the property P or is P-okay if it has the property P,, where c 
is the type of t. 
A property P is acceptable if 
ii) 11, t2 are P-okay implies tl or t2 is P-okay; 
(ii) t[s IX] is P-okay for every closed P-okay term s implies AX. t 3s P-okay. 
Lemma 41.2. If P is an acceptable property and every constant term of the language L 
is P-okay, then every term of L is P-okay. 
roof. By s?ructural induction on terms: 
(a) If t is a constant erm or a variable, then the result is immediate. 
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(b) Suppose t = (lrfz), where tl, f2 are P-okay. If tl, t2 are both closed, thl;;n it 
follows from the definition that t is okay. If t is ape+ then any closed instantiation by 
P-okay terms will be of the form (tit;), where t: is a closed instantiation of ti, i = 1,2, 
and which are therefore P-okay. It follows that (tit;) is P-okay which implies that t is 
P-okay. 
(c) Suppose f = tl or f2, where tl, t2 are P-okay. This case follows immediately 
from the definition of acceptable. 
(d) Suppose t = AX . s, where 3 is P-okay. If s’ is a closed P-okay term, then 
s[s’] X] is P-okay because any closed instantiation of the latter is also a closed 
instantiation of the former. Therefore AX . s is Pi-okay, since P is acceptable. 
We now apply this to a particular property generated by the following C, : 
For any term t of ground type cy, l has the property C, if 
(i) “v‘[k](l_) E v[t](_l_) + k E EVAL(t); 
(ii) _!_ 6 V[~](.L) + EVAL(t) is finite and v”[t](_~) =“V”[EVAL(~)](_L). 
Lemma 4.1.3. The property C is acceptable. 
Proof. Suppose t = tl or f2 is of type 0, where tl, r’:! are C-okay. Now every type c is of 
the form (gl,. . . , CT,,, a), where cy is of ground type and n 2 0. Therefore to show that 
t is C-okay it suffices to show that t’s1 . 9 l s,, is C-okay, where si arc ciosed C-okay 
terms and t’ is a closed C-okay term obtained from t. Note that t’ = ti or ti, where ti is 
a closed instantiation of fi, i = 1,2. Let r = flsl 9 l 0 sn. rl = tisl 9 l l s, and r2 = 
t2s1 l l l sn. Now EVAL(r) = EVAL( rl) u EVAL(r2) since Im(r) = {rl , r2). Also from 
the definitionsof “Irand u, y[r](p) = v[rJp) u v’[r&). Using the fact that rl, r2 are 
both C-okay, simple calculations and the above two properties show that r is C-okay. 
Therefore t is C-okay. 
Suppose t[s 1 X] is C-okay for every closed C-okay term s. .To show that AX. I is 
C-okay, as above, it suffices to show that (AX l t’)sl l l l s, has property Cti whenever 
si are closed C-okay terms and t’ is a closed instantiation of all the free variables of t, 
except X, by closed C-okay terms. Since 
Im((hX . t’)sl l l l s,) =(t’[s1 (X]sz l l l s,,} 
E 
it follows that 
EVAL((AX. t’)sl l 9 l s,) = EVAL(t’[s, (X]sz . . 9 s,). 
Also from Proposition 3.2.4, 
“cr[(AX . t’)sl l l l s,](p) = Y-[f’[Sl lxls2 l l ’ s,l(P). 
The result now fellows since the fact that t[sl 1 X] is C-okay implies t’[s! 1 X$2 l l l srT 
has the property C,. 
Before proving that Y is C-okay we need to introduce some adiiditional concepts. 
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Let R, denote Y@(hX . X) and define 
Y’,“’ =&f AX. oU, .:+I, = AX. X(Y’“‘X). 
Then v[ Y](p) = u(v[ Y’“‘](p): N 2 0) and each Y’*’ is C-okay. 
Let 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
d be the least relation between terms such that 
t =S t, 
f&r =S ta, 
Yb”’ < Y,, 
t 6 t’, s < s’ implies (ts) < (t’s’), (AX . t) < (AX . t’) and t or s 6 t’ or s’. 
Lemma 4.1.5. (a) If t + t’, t <s, then either t’ < s or there exists an s’ such that s + s’ 
and t’ =6 s’. 
(bj .If t + t’, s < t, t’ not a constant, then there exists an s’ such that s f s’, s’ < t’. 
Proof. By structural induction on t and a case analysis of why t + t’. 
We are now ready to prove 
Lemma 4.1.6. YU is C-okay 
Proof. As in Lemma 4.1,4 it is sufficient to prove that the ground term Y,tI l l l tn 
has the property C,, where ti are closed C-okay terms. Let r = Y,-,tl l l l tn and 
r, = y(*)t . . . ‘ ln. Then each r, is C-okay and “t”[r]( 1) = u { ‘V[rn]( I): n 3 0). NOW if 
k E 9$](f), then k E ‘V[rn](L) for some n, from Proposition 3.1.2. Therefore k E 
EVAL(r,), since r,, is C-okay. It follows from Lemma 4.1.5(a) that k E EVAL(r). 
Suppose 1-g V[r](_l_). Then from Theorem 3.2.5 r cannot reduce to a blocked 
term. Also from Proposition 3.1.2 there exists an n such that V[r](l_) = V[rn](_L). 
Therefore V[r,&_) = v[EVAL(r,)](_L) and in particular * & EVAL(rn). Therefore 
from Lemma 4.1.5(b) r cannot diverge. So * ti EVAL(r) and is therefore finite. 
Therefore from Theorem 3.2.5 V[r](Q = “Ir[EVAL(r)](_L). 
Theorem 4.1.7. For any program t, ‘V[t](1> = { V[X](L): x E EVAL(t)). 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1.2-4.1.6 every term t is C-okay. This, together with Lemma 
4.1.1 and Corollary 3.2.6, gives the required result. 
With this theorem we can also prove the two main results of this section. 
Theorem 4.1.8. For any terms tl, t2, if ‘V[t&p) E ct’[t2](p) for all p, then tl c,, t2. 
Pr&, Let C[ ] be any context such that C[t,] and C[t2] are both programs. Since 
V[ta](p) C_ “c’[t&p) we can prove by structural induction on C[ ] that 
~Cmlllo-> c nat211u>* 
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It follows from Theorem 4.1.7 that EVAL(C[tJ) cr EVAL(C[tJ) and the result 
follows. 
As a corollary we have the result which justifies the fact that we only use the 
powerdomain construction at the lower kvels. 
Corollary 4.1.9. Let (tl or t2) be a term of type (a + r) which contains no occurrence of 
the variable X. Then 
t1 or t2 =q) AX . (i’i x or t2X). 
Theorem 4.1.10. For any procedures tl, t2 
Proof. One way is immediate from Theorem 4.1.8. Conversely suppose tl, t2 are 
closed terms of type (~yi, . . . , an, a), where ay, cyl, . . . , a, are ground types and 
‘V[tl](l) SZ ‘V[t&._). Then there exists Si E Dai such that (‘V[t&J) * 
s1 l l l sl sz W[f2l(-wSI l l l Sn. From Proposition 3.1.2 each Si = U (Fi : j 2 0}, 
where F{ are finite sets. Therefore there exists finite sets F1,. . . , Fn such that 
wMuw~ l l l F,g (Y[t2](l)jFl l l l F,. But for each Fi there exists a closed term si 
such that “Ir[si](_L) =Fi. 
Therefore from Theorem 4.1.7 EVAL(tlsl l l l s,) G EVAL(t2sl l l l s,) and 
tl eOp T2. 
4.2. Counter-examples to full abstraction 
Because of Theorem 4.1.9 the non-abstractness of the model must result from the 
existence of some terms tl, t2 such that tl sop t2 but V[t&p) SC V[t2](p) for some p. As 
explained in [4] this may occur when the model distinguishes too finely between two 
terms i.e. ‘V[t&), ‘V[t2](p j may be funczions which dicker only on some undefinable 
element of the model. I 
In [8] the author showed that the parallel or functioil 
‘\ , 
I t, if x = t or y .= t, 
par(x, y) = f, 
i 
if x = y -f, 
( I, otherwise 
was not definable in the deterministic version of our language and consequently the 
semantics was proven not to be fully abstract. However, by adding this facility to the 
language the model becomes fully abstract. 
In our language we can easily define an extension of the parallel or. For example 
Ax l Ay ’ x y is such an extension. However, the linear extension of par is not 
definable and, as we will see below, from this we can prove that the model is not fully 
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abstract. We will also prove that even if we add this function the model will still not be 
fully abstract. 
All of these results have been shown to us by one of the referees and most of the 
proofs are given here in outline only. We first give a brief account of logical relations 
developed in [9], as applied to our language. 
Arelation RcDz=D,x 9 l l x D, is called a substructure of D, if 
(i) RU, . . . 9 J-L 
(ii) whenever {di: i EN}, 1 <J” s t2, is a collection of increasing sequences uch 
that R(d!, . . . , &) for each i, then 
(iii) R (d L, . . . , d,,) and R(el, . . . , e,) implies 
R(dl uel, . . . , d,, we,). 
Let R,, R, be two relations on D:, D;Z respectkely. Then these can be extended to 
relations on ‘i\z, for arbitrary cy by defining 
R,,,(f) iff for every de Dz, R,(d) implies R,(f(d)), 
where f(d) denotes (/‘k&h . . . , fnkLJ- 
Note that if f~ R,,, and d E R,, then f(d) E R,. For convenience we will often omit 
the type from R,. 
Lemma 4.2.1. If R, are substructures of D,, for ground type CY, then R, is a 
substructure of D, for arbitrary type (T. 
Proof. By induction on types. 
We let E, ={dE&IR,(d,... , d)}. Again note that if R, is a substructure, then SO 
is E,. For p E ENV we write p E E, iff for every X”, p(X) E E,. 
We say that E is acceptable if 
(ij E, is a substructure for every type U, 
(ii) every constant, other than Y, of the language of type CT is in Ea. 
Proposition 4.2.2. If E is acceptable, then for any term t of type CT, p E E implies 
‘t’[#p) E E,. 
Proof. By structural induction on terms. To hand!e Y we use the approximations 
Ylnr, n 20. 
Rk tan use this proposition to show that an element x E U is not definable. All we 
need to do is to choose appropriate R,, R, such that xri E,. We give two examples. 
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Proposition 4.2.3. Any function g E D~o+(o+o~) s&r that 
sW(U = t, 
is not definable. 
s(Ut) = t, g(f)(f) =f 
Proof. Let 
Let R, be the least subset of D% containing S, which is closed under u and u, 
ac = 0, L. Then the resulting E is acceptable. 
Now let g satisfy the conditions in the statement of the proposition, and suppose 
g EE,. Then since R(t, l,f) and R(I, t,f) we have R(g(t)(l), g(l)(t), g(f)(f)), i.e. 
R(t, t, f), which is not true. Therefore g& E, and so is not definable. 
Note that a similar method can be used to show that every definable function is 
strict in at least one argument. As a second example we consider sny function 
h E Dtb+ such that 
h (0) = tt, h(l) =ff, h(2) = tt, h ((0, 0) = {tt, ff)- (1) 
Proposition 4.2.4. Any function h which satisfies (1) is not definable. 
Proof. Let 
S&={(d,e,e,f)ld,eEN,fEN,fzdue} 
u{(d~e,f,g)ld,e,f,gED,,IEg} 
u~(d,1+1,1+2,fu{1,1+1})~1,d~N,fcN,f~d}. 
Let 
So={(d,d,d,d)ldEDo} 
44 e, e, {tt, ff)) I 4 eEDo,d#~,e#~} 
44 e, f, g) I d, e, f, g E DO, I E g}- 
Define RO, R, as in the previous proposition and again we can show that the 
resulting E is acceptable. Now let h be any function satisfying (1). If 12 E 
R,(O, 1,2, (0, l}), R,(h(O), h(l), h(2), h({O, 1))). That is R,(tt, ff, tt, kff)), which is 
false. Therefore h is not definable. 
Note that even if we add to the language a new constant function PAR whose 
interpretation is the linear extension of par, h is still not definable because E will still 
be acceptable. 
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We now give a method for proving the failure of full abstraction. Let E be 
acceptable. For d, e E D,, a ground type, let d = e if d = e. For f, g E I&_, f) let f = g if 
for all d, e E E,, d = e implies f(d) = g(e). 
Proposition 4.2.5. Let tl, t2 be closed terms. Then ‘V[ t&l) = V[tz]( 1) implies 
t1= t op 20 
Proof. We give an outline only. Let C[ ] be any context such that C[tl] and C[tJ are 
both programs. Let Y be any variable which does not occur in C[ ] and let L be 
AY. C[Y]. ihen V[C[ti]](J_)= ‘V[L](_L)(‘V[ti])(I), i== 1,2. AISO = is ,eflexive on 
*definable elements. Therefore ‘V[L](A_) = “tr[Lj(l). Also if f = g and d = e, then 
f(d)= g(e). So “tr[L](lJV[t&_)= ‘V[L](I)V[t&J. But since this is at the ground 
level =- is in fact equality. Therefore ‘V[ C[t,]](L) = Y[ C[tz]](L) and the result 
follows from Theorem 4.1.7. 
So to show the failure of full abstractness we choose two closed terms tl, t2 and an 
R such tha!: V[t&_) f v”[t&L) and V[t&_) = V[t&.L). Now = is equality at the 
ground level by definition and at level one (i.e. any type (cyr, . . . , an, a), where cy, ai 
are ground types) if R is acceptable and Eai = Dai. We take R to be as in Proposition 
4.2.3 and consider the two terms F and (F or Af - O), where 
F =def Ag l W@Z Wg& IFCdf, 0, t), n),O)- 
Now V[F](i) # V[F or Af l i2] because any function which satisfies the hypothesis 
of Proposition 4.2.3 will differentiate between them. However for any g if 
I& ‘V[F](l)(g), then g(tt)(l) = g(l)(tt) = tt and g( ff)( ff) = ff. That is g E E implies 
J_ r~ ‘V[F](l)(g). So for any g E E, “Ir[F](_/_)(g) = ‘V[F or hf l 01(-Q(g), i.e. ?‘[F](_L) = 
‘-VI:F or Af . &I](L). Thus F =oO F or Af . 0 and the model is not fully abstract. 
To show that even with the language augmented by PAR the model is srill not fully 
abstract we use 
G -=&f Af . IF(gko, IF(gkl, 0, Wgk;?, IF(g(ko or h), t, t), ah fib 
Then V[ G]( _L) f V[ G or hf . a]( 1) because any h satisfying (1) above will diff eren- 
tiate between them. However using the relation R defined in this proposition we can 
also show that y[G](l) = ‘V[G or Af . a](_~). Therefore even for the augmented 
language the model is not fully-abstract. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented amodel for a nondeterministic version of a typed 
A-calculus but as has been shown in the previous section it is not fully abstract. To 
obtain full abstraction it is necessary either to make the model smaller or to increase 
the expressive power of the language. It is not immediately obvious how to reduce 
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the model but the language could be augmented by introducing call-by-value at the 
lowest level (see [3]). Then, for example, the toilowing term defines a function which 
satisfies (1) above: 
AXV . IF(ZX, tt, IF(ZPX, ff, tt)). 
Another possibility would be to generalize the concept of call-time choice, as used in 
133, to arbitrary levels. Finally the work of Milner [4] could be extended to 
xlondeterministic calculi to give syntactic fully-abstract models. 
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